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PREFACE

Libraries have always been queer. This is true in a conceptual sense, where philosophers like Foucault (1986) have claimed libraries as heterotopic spaces, meaning portals into other worlds, sites of multiplicity, serendipity, and otherness. But it is also true in a concrete and grounded sense, with libraries as spaces where queer and questioning youth have explored their identities and desires, and where groups on the margins find sites of community and connection. That an enduring image of libraries in mainstream American narratives emphasizes quiet solitude or solid Middle Class normativity only demonstrates the radical capacity of libraries, which are able to support heteronormative visions of the good life while simultaneously offering a lifeline to people on the margins.

This book is also a lifeline. LGBTQ+ Librarianship in the 21st Century collects the scholarship and knowledge of librarians, academics, and activists, with the goal of providing a common vocabulary and a set of strategies to aid the work of queer librarians and patrons. Another goal of the essays gathered here is providing a form of solidarity and support, a multi-faceted message of encouragement and enthusiasm for the work that libraries and librarians can do and are doing in the everyday work of librarianship. Contributors to this volume offer accounts of successes and challenges of providing resources for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer+ (LGBTQ+) health and for supporting archival projects, of contributing to online resources like Wikipedia and developing best practices to support marginalized sexual identities. In the pieces gathered here, authors grapple with the responsibilities of working in libraries as social institutions, and also celebrate the opportunities for radical kinship between librarians, texts, technologies, and patrons.

The stakes are high. Around the world, extremist ideologies are becoming louder and receiving more attention. Hard-fought victories for queer visibility and political agency are at the risk of being walked back, and sanctuaries for queer organizing and education are being threatened, politically, culturally, and economically. In her book Kindred, Octavia E. Butler noted, “Repressive societies always seemed to understand the danger of ‘wrong’ ideas.” In the twenty-first century, libraries must continue to protect the knowledges, histories, and gathering points of the oppressed and marginalized. In the twenty-first century, libraries must fight to stay queer.
THE SOCIAL ROLE OF THE LIBRARY

From an economic standpoint, the public library as a social institution is unusual. As one librarian from the United Kingdom wryly noted,

If someone suggested the idea of public libraries now, they’d be considered insane. If you said you were going to take a little bit of money from every taxpayer, buy a whole load of books and music and games, stick them on a shelf and tell everyone, “These are yours to borrow and all you’ve got to do is bring them back,” they’d be laughed out of government.

(Bathurst, 2011)

Capitalist societies have developed in ways that render libraries suspect and dangerous. The profit-making capacity of the library defies normative accounting. The profit of libraries lies in values allied with queerness: curiosity, community, and exploration. At the same time, academics, policy makers, and activists have increasingly signaled the alarm that libraries represent one of the few remaining public spaces, and are being asked to shoulder more and more social services, from children’s programming to job services, digital literacy to ESL classes (see Mattern, 2014).

Although classic library literature has a tendency to categorize a library’s ethical responsibility in terms of its collection (of books and media), this view narrows the radical capacity of the library. In addition to (and crucially, not instead of) asking whether a library is inclusive because it collects books that speak to marginalized experience, we must also (re)consider lending policies, classification schemes, and staffing demographics. As many of the essays in this collection illustrate, a more expansive view of library politics extends beyond collection development to include policies and programming. Put another way, inclusiveness means thinking about the materials we collect, as well as decisions about staffing, scheduling, and architecture. These are ambitious metrics, bringing challenges in professional development as well as budgeting. Libraries are already being asked to do more with less. But a discussion of queer politics in the library must start with understanding the wants and needs of patrons on the margins, which include but extend beyond the material on the shelves.

AN ACTIVIST AGENDA FOR QUEER LIBRARIANSHIP IN THE 21st CENTURY

Stop me when this sounds familiar:

So you’re a librarian? Let me ask you something.

I already know the question – who needs librarians when we have Google? Who needs libraries when we have ebooks?

When I was working as a librarian, this conversation happened to me many times, in many places. At cocktail parties, on the subway and even at border control as a customs officer was inspecting my passport. As frustrating as these questions are, they are also an opportunity to explain the necessity of libraries, the
ways that libraries are a vital home for parents with young children as well as the elderly, for those with a love of books, films, and comics as well as those searching for answers to sometimes subversive questions.

As I noted earlier, the library is one of the few, maybe the only, genuinely accessible public spaces for DIY education, community building, and civil discourse. All three of those factors can converge on issues of where technology fits into building a good life, particularly for those who experience forms of marginalization and discrimination on a daily basis. To close this preface and in the spirit of the energizing contributions in this collection, I want to make the case that digital literacy around privacy and surveillance is one of the key agenda items for supporting queer lives and politics.

Surveillance is a queer issue. There is a long history of antagonistic monitoring of queer people, whether as activists or simply in their everyday lives. Libraries have a proud history of defending their patrons’ reading privacy, and LGBTQ+ librarianship in the twenty-first century must equip patrons with the tools to protect their privacy. Much of this work is already happening with librarians producing guides to feminist cybersecurity (Harrington-Johnson, 2015; Radical Reference, 2014) and leading workshops on privacy tools (Carpenter, 2015; Macrina & Glaser, 2014). Alongside classes that teach basic skills in office applications, librarians are increasingly programming workshops on how to manage online privacy in a world of corporate and government surveillance.

This work can go even further. For example, libraries can encourage their communities to be thoughtful about the “Internet of Things,” which refers to a world of ubiquitous computing, where everyday objects are linked and talk to each other. Typical examples include a refrigerator that tells your phone when your food is expired, or an item of clothing that updates your doctor about your biometric data. Before the Internet of Things becomes more of a reality than it already is, librarians could do an incredible amount of awareness raising about the opportunities and obstacles of this shift. Programming around interconnect- edness of devices! Kids programming on cyborgs! Positioning the library as a place where people can turn for questions of how technological change shapes their lives, making them sometimes better and sometimes worse, is one of the best and most vital resources a social institution can play in its community. At times, libraries have been quick to embrace new technologies such as 3D printing (Halsell, 2014) or drones (SD Library, 2018). But new technologies come along with politics that aren’t always obvious at the outset, and can bring real challenges for maintaining privacy. Introducing patrons to new technologies has always been an important role in libraries, but these initiatives must come with a contingent commitment to addressing the ethical implications that come with innovation.

I’m not suggesting that libraries embrace an all-digital future and set aside their print collections. But when people ask questions about why librarians are necessary, they (still, somehow) imagine libraries as full of books and librarians as ladies wielding stamps and shushing people. I’m calling for conversations that imagine something radically different, and it shouldn’t take that much imagination because we’re already part way there.
As librarian and activist Jenna Freedman has argued, “The professional is political.” I’m grateful to the editor and authors for sharing their commitments, experiences, and tactics in LGBTQ+ librarianship. The pages that follow offer advice, encouragements and a guide for radical action. While the stakes are high and the obstacles challenging, the work is also rewarding and vital. This collection makes an important intervention in conversations about librarianship, queerness, and service.

Jessa Lingel,
University of Pennsylvania, USA
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